
Warehouse Solutions

 

How can I solveHow can I solve
picking challenges?picking challenges?
The answer’s in black and white.

The warehouse industry is evolving, and as SKU counts and the demand for customized orders continue to expand, 
so does your technology. Empower your teams to do their best with mobile, user-friendly devices that help simplify 
picking while improving accuracy.

DID YOU KNOW? 
In a study done with small and medium businesses:
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Scan more. Struggle less. Capture barcode labels in any 
condition, from near contact to as far as 5 ft./1.5m away 
and get added features for greater efficiency. 

Scanners
Scan Orders with Confidence
DS3608-SR/DS3678-SR 1D/2D
Ultra-Rugged Scanner
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Ready to get started?
Contact a partner to see how you can easily elevate your picking operations.

Find a Partner or visit: zebra.com/theanswer

INSTALLATION. SERVICE. SUPPORT.
Count on Zebra 

With Zebra’s picking portfolio, help your warehouse: 
UNCOVER NEW POSSIBILITIES FOR PICKING

56% of warehouse decision makers 
reported picking efficiency as their 
top current or expected challenge in 
the next five years1.

99.84% accuracy seen by small 
and medium warehouses when 
picking orders with best-in-class 
operations2. 

60% of warehouse decision makers 
reported labor recruitment and/or 
labor efficiency and productivity 
among their top challenges1.

Increase accuracy and customer satisfaction during order picking
with Zebra’s mobile computers, scanners, and printers.

THREE WAYS TO PICKING OPERATIONS SUCCESS

Sources: 1. Source: Warehousing Vision Study, Zebra Technologies, 2019
2. Accelerating DC Metrics Improvements by Leveraging “Lean” and “Mobile Power” Together Whitepaper, Newcastle Systems, 2016

Increase order accuracy Improve worker productivityStreamline processes

Zebra
DNA 
Get exponential power 
with a portfolio of 
intelligent software, 
applications and utilities 
designed to transform your 
devices into enterprise-
engineered solutions.

Print or re-label anytime, anywhere with wireless, 
secure printing. Power through a whole shift with 
advanced battery technology and start your device 
without the lag with the instant wake-up feature. 

Printers
Print Labels On-Demand
ZQ600 Series Mobile Printer

Engineered printing mechanisms provide 
24/7 reliability to meet your high-volume 
warehouse needs.

Future-Proof Your Printing
ZT600 Series Industrial Printers 

Capture short-, mid-, or long-range scanning with 
maximum scanning flexibility. An intuitive touch-based 
display and keypad helps streamline picking processes 
while enabling a simplified user experience.

Mobile Computers 
Generate Worker Productivity
MC3300 Series of Mobile Computers 

Optimize Picking with a Thin yet
Rugged Tablet
ET51 Android™ Enterprise Tablet
Transition seamlessly to the perfect tablet solution for 
your warehouse, workers, and apps. With tough durability, 
ease-of-use and enhanced data capture, get the information 
needed at the point of picking and accelerate tasks.

60% 99.84% 56%

warehouses are using 
wearable mobile computers 
today for picking operations1.

1 out of 5
warehouses are using

rugged/ultra-rugged scanners 
today for picking operations, trailing 

industry-leading best practices1.

1 out of 10

MAXIMIZE YOUR INVESTMENT

Supplies
Order the supplies to match your picking needs while offering unmatched quality.

Warehouse Management System (WMS) 
Track inventory, schedule shipments and optimize supply and demand chains with a modern, digital WMS.

Services
Keep your technology operating as it should with hassle-free repairs, maintenance, and support from Zebra 
and our partners. 


